Product Sheet

Ergotron StyleView Accessories
®

™

Moving at maximum efficiency
Easily convert any StyleView Cart to a
tablet PC style cart using the Tablet PC
Pivot Extension. A separate interface plate
may be required.

StyleView Power System includes three
hospital grade AC power outlets that
provide CPU, LCD, notebook and tablet
PCs with ample power.

Medication drawers lock and keep
medicine nearby for improved workflow.

Lockable notebook drawer (shown open)
can be used for storage of supplies.

Constant Force (CF ™)
patented lift-and-pivot
motion technology produces
smooth adjustment.
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More motion. Less effort.
Feel the difference.
Ergotron offers a variety of optional accessories, including lockable medication
drawers and a utility shelf. These accessories are engineered to increase
productivity and reduce errors.

Tablet PC Pivot Extension
Carts can be converted to tablet PC
models by purchasing the pivot
extension and appropriate interface
plate if necessary. 47-095

Medication Drawers
Allows the user to store and secure
meds at the point-of-care. 68-124-201

T-Slot Bracket
Allows customer supplied accessories
to be mounted to the rear of the cart.

LX Notebook Tray
Easy access to mobile products,
including convertible laptops.

60-575-003

28-510-200

Power Strip
Allows equipment to be plugged in at
point of care. 83-002

IV Pole
Two hooks to hang one liter solution
containers or other items. 60-566-003

Utility Shelf
Allows the user to place additional
components to the rear of the cart.
Weight capacity 10 lbs (4.5 kg).

Notebook Drawer
Attaches to a notebook cart for added
storage space. 68-122-201

50-192-201

Sharps Container & Bracket
Safe deposit for sharps. 60-570-201

External Cord Reel
External power source brings
electricity to non-powered carts.
83-065

Storage Basket
Cable hook for holding retractable
plug cord located on underside of
basket. One provided with each cart,
additional baskets available.

Gel Wrist Rest
One provided with each cart, additional
wrist rests available. 85-043

99-160-063

StyleView Cart Standard Features Worksurface, basket and rear handle, scanner holder,
cable management system, full-size keyboard tray with left/right mouse tray, gel wrist rest,
mouse pouch, height position lock and high-performance casters with dual wheels for
carpet or hard floor use.

Mouse Pouch
One provided with each cart, additional
mouse pouches available. 99-161
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